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ABSTRACT 
We investigate the faces of the closed unit ball, B, := {x : g(r) < l), of a 
symmetric gauge function g : IF!” --f R,. Firstly, we describe the group of symmetries 
of a face F B,, in 
face of B,, i.e. a face whose relative interior meets the set 
called here the standard cone of R”, and the concept of truce of a fuce F, which is 
the intersection of F with g+. Characterizations of standard faces are given, and we 
show that the trace of a face (if nonempty) is the trace of a standard face. It is proved 
that a face F and its trace have the same dimension iff F is a standard face; a relation 
is found between the dimension of F and the dimension of its symmetry core (i.e. the 
set of points of F that are fixed by all symmetries of F). Other results of this type are 
given. The main result has a long and delicate proof. It completely characterizes, in 
several different ways, the subsets of B, that are traces of faces of B,. 
1. INTRODUCTION, SUMMARY, AND NOTATION 
All vectors considered throughout are real, of column type. The ith 
coordinate of a vector x E [w” will be denoted by [xii or by xi. Thus x will 
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be written as x = (xi,. . . , x,,)~, where superscript T denotes transposition. A 
real matrix M will be often identified with the linear mapping x ++ Mx. The 
symbol .Y,, denotes the group of all n X n permutation matrices. 9,’ is the 
group of the n X n signed permutation matrices, i.e. those whose entries are 
0, 1, or - 1, with exactly one nonzero entry in each row and column. 
Let x, y E F!“. The symbol x < y means xi < yi for all i = 1, . . . , n. 1 x 1 
denotes (1 x1 1, . . . , 1x,1)?‘ and l/xllm := max{lx,l,. . . , Ix,\}. Let P be a permuta- 
tion matrix such that x’ := PX satisfies xi > ... > x’,; the vector X’ will be 
denotedbyxL =(~~,,...,x~“)‘.Iftheinequality 
holds for all k E (1, . . . , n}, then we write x <w y; this is the weak majoriza- 
tion relation. We say that x is majorized by y, and write x x y, whenever 
x <w y and equality holds in (1) for k = n (cf. 17, lo]). 
A mapping g : [w” + [w + is called symmetric gauge function if, for all 
x, y E [w” and h E [w, the following hold: 
g(x) > 0 if x#O, (2) 
g(hx) = IAlg( X)> (3) 
g(” + Y> G g(x) + dY>> (4 
(5) 
Of course, (5) means that g(x) = g(Px) for all P ~9,,‘. Symmetric gauge 
functions were introduced by von Neumann [12], in connection with the 
so-called unitarily invariant norms. The topic was further pursued by von 
Neumann and R. Schatten, who extended that connection to completely 
continuous operators on a Hilbert space. Standard references on these 
matters are [14,15], [3], and [5]. The paper [9] 1 a so contains relevant material 
to our subject matter; likewise the textbooks [4] and [lo]. 
Clearly, a symmetric gauge function is completely determined by its 
values over the cone 
which is called below the standard cone of R”. To say a bit more, let us be 
given a function g, : g+ + R. We may extend g, to the whole of IF!“, 
defining a new function g : R” + R by g< x) := g, (I xl 1 ). A well-known 
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result of Ky Fan [3] and Gohberg and Krein [5] says that g is a symmetric 
gauge function if and only if g, satisfies (2), (31, (4) (with g replaced by g + > 
for all x, y EJS+ and A > 0, and the further condition 
g+w G g+(Y) for any x, y EGS+ such that x < y. (6) 
The last condition is often called Schur convexity (cf. [lo]). Note that in (6) 
x < y may be replaced by x <lL: y, with the same effect. 
SUMMARY. Let B, be the closed unit ball {x : g(x) < 1) of a symmetric 
gauge function g. The present work is dedicated to the study of the faces of 
%- 
In Section 2, we give a basic result on the affine automorphisms of a 
convex compact set and of one of its faces, which is essential to the rest of the 
paper. 
In Section 3, we describe the group of symmetries of a face F of B, in 
terms of its barycenter. By a symmetry of F we mean a signed permutation 
matrix P such that P(F) = F. We introduce the concept of standardface of 
B,, i.e. a face whose relative interior meets the standard cone g+, and the 
concept of trace of a face F, which is the intersection of F with g+. We 
give some characterizations of standard faces and prove, for example, that if a 
face has a nonempty trace, there is a standard face having the same trace. 
In Section 4, majorization plays a major role. The main theorem is a 
description of perturbations that a point of the relative interior of a face may 
suffer without leaving the given face. We give several consequences of that 
theorem, for example that a face F and its trace have the same dimension if 
and only if F is standard. Moreover, we define the symmetry core of a face 
F, which is the set of points of F that are fixed by all symmetries of F, and 
we relate the dimension of a face to the dimension of its symmetry core. We 
also determine the barycenter of a standard face in terms of the barycenter of 
its trace. 
Section 5 contains the central result of this article, which has a very long 
and delicate proof. It completely characterizes, in several different ways, the 
subsets of B, that are traces of standard faces of B,. 
In Section 6 we give geometrical interpretations of the main result and 
some additional characterizations of the group of symmetries of a standard 
face. 
Section 7 has some additional explanations and examples. 
SPECIAL NOTATION. We have already explained the symbols 1 xl, x i , x < 
y, x -$ y, 1~ < y, B,, S+, .Y”, ZY,,*, whose meanings will be maintained 
throughout. 
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For convex sets, we follow some notation, concepts, and results of [13]. If 
U is a subset of [w”, then conv U, aff U, and (U > denote, respectively, the 
convex hull, the affine variety, and the vector subspace generated by U. If U 
is convex, then ri U and rb U are, respectively, the relative interior and the 
relative boundary of U. For a, b E [w”, the closed, (relatively) open, and 
half-closed segments with extreme points a and b will be written as [a, b], 
]a,b[, [a, b[, and ]a, b], respectively; for example, ]a, b] is defined by ]a, b] 
:= {ha + (1 - h)b : 0 < A < l}. Note that if a = b all these segments re- 
duce to {a}. 
The symbol Diag(x,, . . . , xn> represents the n X n diagonal matrix with 
diagonal entries xi,. . . , x,. 
For any subset J of { 1, . . . , n}, E(J) and N(J) are the n X n matrices 
satisfying, for all x E [w”, 
Here and throughout, if J is a set then 111 d enotes its cardinality. Note that 
E(J) is doubly stochastic and N(J) IS substochastic. Obviously, E(0) = 
N(0) = I, where Z (or I, if necessary) is the identity matrix (of order n). 
The matrix E(J) 1s called, for obvious reasons, the J-equalizer matrix. Very 
often, J will be a set of consecutive integers; in that case, we use the 
following more explicit notation. Let p, q E [l, . . . , n}; if p =G q, we define 
E := E({ p, p + 1,. . . , q}); if p > q, we put E,, 
aG&ages and equalizes the coordinates xP, . . . , xy 
:= E,,. In any case, E 
of any x E [w”. We also 
define NP := N({p,p + l,..., n}). Note that Epq(L3+) and N,(g+) are 
subsets, and in fact faces, of g+. For i, j E {l, . . . , n) such that i # j, Tij 
denotes the transposition matrix whose action, x ++ Tijx, consists of exchang- 
ing the coordinates xi and xj. 
This manuscript grew out of a systematic study of the geometry of the 
unit ball of a unitarily invariant norm, as related to the unit ball of its 
associated symmetric gauge function. In a forthcoming article, we shall give a 
complete description of the faces of the unit ball of a unitarily invariant norm. 
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2. BARYCENTER AND AUTOMORPHISMS OF A FACE 
Some of the concepts and results to be discussed in this section are 
available in a more general setting. However, we restrict our presentation to 
the case where K is a compact convex subset of [w”. Also, we only consider 
mappings p : aff K + [w” which are afine mappings, i.e. satisfy +~(hx + (1 
- h)y) = At&x) + (1 - A)cpo( y) for all X, y E aff K and A E [w. We say 
that cp is an a&e automorphism of K if 40 is affine and cp(K) = K; then 
obviously q is a bijection of aff K onto itself. The set 
Aaut K := { cp : cp is an afine automorphism of K) 
is clearly a group with respect to the composition of mappings. The baycen- 
ter of K is the point b(K) E R” defined by 
b(K) := p(K)-’ jKidK dp, 
where p is any Lebesgue measure on aff K and id, is the identity mapping 
on K (see e.g. [ 1,6]). 
Let us recall a few well-known facts. Firstly, b( K > lies in ri K. Moreover, 
if q is affine and injective, then +$b( K)) = b(q( K)); so b(K) is a fmed 
point of any q E Aaut K. 
We now consider a situation that will often arise in the sequel. Let F be a 
face of K, i.e., F is a convex subset of K and for any x, y E K the condition 
lx, y[O F # 0 implies X, y E F (see e.g. [l], or [6], where faces are called 
poonems). As K is compact, F is compact as well. If +J E Aaut K, it is easily 
seen that q(F) is also a face of K having the same dimension as F. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a compact convex subset of R”, F a face of K, 
and cp an aflne autonwy?hism of K. The f 11 o owing conditions are pairwise 
equivalent: 
(a) cp is an afline automorphism of F; 
(b) the baycenter of F is fixed by ~0; 
(c) there exists a E ri F such that cp(a> E F. 
Proof. We only prove (c) * (a), as the rest is clear. Suppose (c) holds, 
and let x E F. As a E ri F, there exist y E F and A ~]0,1[ such that 
a = Ax + (1 - A)y. Then cp(a) = Aqo(x) + (1 - A)p(y) belongs to F. As 
cp(x) and cp(y> 1 ie in K, and F is a face of K, we have qo(x), q(y) E F. This 
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proves p(F) c F. On the other hand, p(F) is a face of K with the same 
dimension as F. Therefore q(F) = F (cf. [13, Section IS]). n 
This simple result will be applied later to the case where K is the closed 
unit ball B, := {x : v(x) < 1) of a norm Y on [w”. In that case, Aaut B, is 
nothing but the group of linear v-isometries of [w”. 
3. STANDARD FACES AND TRACES 
Let g : R” + R be a symmetric gauge function and B, its closed unit 
ball. These entities will remain fixed throughout the paper. Also, the symbol 
F will always denote a nonempty face of B,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A symmetry of F is any signed permutation P ET,,* 
such that P(F) = F. The set of all such symmetries will be denoted by 9r. 
We say that F is a standard face of B, if 9+ n ri F is nonempty. 
It is clear that all sets P(F), where P runs over 9,L’, are faces of B,. We 
shall see that one and only one of these faces is standard. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let F be any face of B,. Then: 
(a) There exists Q E 9,’ such that Q(F) is a standard face of B,. 
(b) Zf @ is a standard face of B,, then the baycenter of @ lies in g+. 
(cl ZfQ(F) and P(F) are standard faces for some Q and P in Pa’, then 
Q(F) = P(F). 
Proof. (a): Let u E ri F. There is Q EP,,’ so that Qu ~g+. Obvi- 
ously, Q< F) is standard. 
(b): Let (b,,.. . , b,>T be th e a b ry center of a. As @ is standard, there 
exists u E (ri @) f-9+. We shall get a contradiction from the assumption 
bi < b,+l for some i E (I,..., n - 1). Clearly, there exists a E [u, b[ such 
that a, = ai+l, that is, T, i+la = a. As a E ri @, Theorem 2.1 tells us that 
T,, i+ ,b = b; this goes against our assumption. Therefore, we must have 
b, > a.- > b,. We now get a contradiction from 6, < 0; in fact, this assump- 
tion implies the existence of c E [u, b[ such that c, = 0, that is, DC = c, 
where D is the n X n diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 1,. . . , 1, - 1. As 
c E ri @ and D EL?‘~*c Aaut B , Theorem 2.1 tells us that Db = b, i.e. 
b, = 0; this contradiction shows &at b, > 0. 
(c): Clearly, Pb(F) and Qb(F) are the barycenters of P(F) and Q(F), 
respectively. As we have just seen, Pb( F) and Qb(F) lie in g+. Therefore, 
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P6(F) = Qb(F). Th us we have two faces, P(F) and Q(F), satisfying 
(ri P(F)) n (ri Q(F)) # 0. This implies P(F) = Q(F) (cf. [13, section 181). 
n 
DEFINITION 3.3. Given F as above, the unique standard face of B, of 
the form Q(F), with Q ES@,,*, will be denoted by F, and called the 
standard face of B, associated with F. 
The trace of F on 8+, or just the trace of F, is the intersection of F with 
8,; it will be denoted by Tr F. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let F and @ be faces of B,. 
(I) Zf F and 0 are standard faces, then Tr F = Tr @ implies F = 0. 
(II) F is a standard face if and only if F has a nonempty trace and ri Tr F 
is a subset c>f ri F. 
(III) Assume F has nonempty trace, and let F’ be the face of F generated 
by Tr F. Then 
(a) F’ is a standard face of B,, and Tr F’ = Tr F; 
(b) F is a standard face if and only if F = F’. 
Proof. (I): Clearly 
F ~3 ri Q, ZJ (Tr F) n (ri @) = (Tr @) n (ri @) =_9+n ri @. 
Therefore, F n ri @ # 0; this implies F 2 @, because they both are faces of 
B,. The same argument proves F C 0. 
(II): For any convex sets, (ri C) n D # 0 implies ri(C n D) C ri C. 
Applying this to C := F and D :=8+ proves the “only if’ part. The 
converse is easy to obtain. 
(III)(a): Clearly, F’ 1s a face of B,. As Tr F generates F’, Tr F contains a 
point of ri F’ (see [6, p. 211); therefore, F’ is standard. To prove Tr F = Tr F’ 
we just have to intersect with S+ the three sets of the following chain: 
TrFcF’cF. 
(III)(b): Apply (I) and (111X ) t p a o rove the “only if’ part. Conversely, if F 
is nonstandard, then (Tr F) n (ri F) = 0; this F is not a singleton and 
TrFcrbF=F\riF. 
Therefore, F’ c F \ ri F, and this yields F # F’. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. For any face F of B, we have 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume F is standard, i.e. F = F,. 
Obviously, Tr F c (1 x] 1 : x E F]. To prove (7) we only need to show that 
TrF 1 {lxll : x E ri F}, because (7) will then follow by the continuity of the 
mappingx~Ix11.SoletxEriF,andtakeQin9~* suchthatQx=IxlI. 
As Qx lies in [ri Q(F)] fig+, it follows that Q< F) is a standard face of B,. 
Therefore Proposition 3.2(c) implies Q(F) = F. Hence 1 XI I lies in Tr F. W 
In the following sections we shall analyze geometric properties of a single 
face of B,. These properties are shared by F and its associate F, . So we shall 
assume, without loss of generality, that F is a standard face. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let F be a standard face, and let p1 2 ..* 2 p,, > 0 
be the coordinates of F’s barycenter. We define a binary relation pF on 
11,. f., n} as follows: 
i prj ifandonlyif pi = j$. 
Moreover, we denote by 2, the set of all k E (1,. , . , n] such that & = 0. 
Clearly, pF is an equivalence relation. If Z, is nonempty, then it is a 
p,-equivalence class. We shall call Z, the zero p,-class, even in case it is 
empty. 
Proposition 3.7. Assume F is a standard face of B,, and let i and j be 
distinct elements of (1, . . . , n). Any one of the following assertions is equiva- 
lent to i pF j: 
( p.1) The transposition matrix Tzj is a symmetry of F. 
( p.2) There exists x E ri F such that xi = xj. 
( p.3) There exist u and v in ri F such that ui z uj and vi < vj. 
Foranyk E {l,..., n}, any one of the following assertions is equivalent to 
k EZ,: 
(Z.l) The n X n matrix Diag(1, . . . , 1, - 1, 1, . . . , l), with - 1 in the 
position (k, k), is a symmetry of F. 
(Z.2) There exists x E ri F such that xk = 0. 
(2.3) There exist u and v in ri F such that uk > 0 and vk < 0. 
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(2.4) Either xk = 0 for all x E F, or there exist z E F and b E B, such 
that lb1 > IzI and Ib,l > 1~~1. 
Proof. The pairwise equivalence of i pF j, ( p.l), and ( p.2) [k E Z,, 
(Z.1) and (Z.2)] follows easily from Theorem 2.1, with p replaced by Tij 
[respectively, replaced by Diag(1,. . . , 1, - 1, 1, . . . , 111. The implications 
( p.2) j ( p.3) and (2.2) j (2.3) are trivial. If ( p.3) [(Z.3)] holds, it is easy to 
find x in [u, u] such that xi = xj [ xk = 01; then (p.2) [(Z.2)] follows easily, 
because [u, v] c ri F. 
(Z.l) +. (2.4): Assume that b, # 0 for some b E F. Taking (Z.l) into 
account, the vector b- given by bj- := b, for i z k and bk := -b, belongs to 
F. It is obvious that b and z := (b + b-)/2 satisfy (2.4). 
(2.4) j (2.3): If xk = 0 for all x E F, then trivially k E Z,. Now as- 
sume that b and z satisfy the hypotheses of (2.4). If we define c by ci := zi 
for i z k and ck := b,, then ]c] < lb/ and so c E B 
8 
. Let c- be given by 
ci := ci for i z k and ck := -ck. Clearly c- E B, an z E]C, cY[. As z E F 
and F is a face of B,, we must have c, C-E F. Clearly, one of ck, ci is 
positive and the other is negative; hence (2.3) holds. W 
4. MAJORIZATION AND DIMENSIONAL FORMULAS 
In this section, F is a standard face of B,. Let us denote by C,, . . . , C, 
and Z, the p,-equivalence classes, and recall that Z, may be empty. 
Obviously, F = B, if and only if b(F) = 0; moreover, in this case, we have 
s = 0 and Z, = (1, . . . , n}. We denote by nl, . . . , n, and 5 the cardinalities 
of c,,.. . , C, and Z,, respectively. 
Clearly, each p,-equivalence class is a set of consecutive integers. The 
p,-classes will always be ordered so that i, > *** > i, holds for any indices 
i, E C,,..., i, E CYy. Clearly, i < k for any i E C, U 1.1 U C, and k E Z,. 
Any n-vector x may then be written as a direct sum 
x = x 
Cl 
i- ... ix,, i xz.. 
+ (8) 
According to Definition 3.1 and Theorem 2.1, the group 9r of all symme- 
tries of F is the set of generalized permutation matrices which fix the 
barycenter of F. Therefore 
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i.e., YF is the set of all matrices of the form 
P, i *** iP, i Q, (9) 
where Pj is an ni X nj permutation matrix and Q a [ X l signed permuta- 
tion. Using Proposition 3.7, it is easy to prove the following 
THEOREM 4.1. For any x E F and any i, E C,, . . . , i, E C,, we have 
xi, > *a* > xi, > 0 and xi, > lxk] if k E 2,. (10) 
Besides, there exists Q E 9’F such that Qx = I XI 1. Moreover, in caSe x E ri F, 
the inequalities in (10) are all strict. n 
As the symmetries of F are given by (9), for any x E F the set 
conv{ P1xc, : P, E2Yn,} i *a* i conv{ P,xc, : P, Egn,} 
i conv{QrzF : Q EPt*} (11) 
is a subset of F. Moreover, (11) is a subset of ri F whenever x E ri F. Taking 
into account well-known results, namely [9, Theorems 1.1 and 1.23, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.2. lf X E F [x E ri F], then any vector y E R” satisfy- 
ing 
yc, +Q,,..., yc s + xc, and lyz,l ~wl~z,I, 
belongs to F [ri F]. n 
DEFINITION 4.3. We classify the p,-classes into two types: we say that 
C, (1 < h < s> is a regular class if there exist i, j E C, and x E F such that 
xi z xj; otherwise, C, is called a singular class. We say Z, is regular if there 
exist k E Z, and z E F such that zk # 0; otherwise, 2, is called singular. 
Note that 2, is singular if it is empty. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let u E ri F. There exists a positive 77 such that ri F 
contains all vectors x satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) 1 xi - uil < 77 if i E C, and C, is a regular class; 
(b) xi = ui if i E C, and C, is a singular class; 
(c) IxkJ < lukl + 77 ifk E Z, and Z, is regular; 
(d) xk = uk(= 0) if k E Z, and Z, is singular; 
(e) CiEchxi = CiEchui for h = 1,. . . , s. 
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Proof. As u E ri F, there exists S > 0 such that, for any a, b E F, 
Ila - bll, < S implies u+a-bEriF. (12) 
Let 9 bethesetofall t E (l,..., s} such that C, is a regular class. For each 
t E LZ?, we fuc once and for all a vector ot E F, for which there exist i, j E C, 
such that v: # vj’. Moreover, in case 2, is regular, we may find v” E ri F 
satisfying 
there exists k E 2, such that vi # 0. (13) 
It is an easy matter to show the following: let v E R” have at least two 
distinct coordinates, and denote by V the m-vector with all coordinates equal 
to 8 := (VI + 0.. + vJ/m. Then, in the relative topology of the hyperplane 
{wE[W~:W~+~~~+W~=~~}, 
the set (w E R”’ : 6.14 v) is an oven neighborhood of V. For each t E 9, let 
us apply this simple fact to 
cardinality of C,). Defining 
the vector vy= (vf : i E’C,)~, with m := nt (the 
@t := 
there exists qf > 0 such that any vector w’ E R” satisfying 
IW: - &I < T$ for i E C,, (14) 
wf = vf 
3 I’ for j E C,, (15) 
w; + . . . +w,” = 0; + . . . +v,: (16) 
also satisfies wt < vf. So, by Proposition 4.2, the conditions (14)-(16) imply 
wt E F. 
On the other hand, recall that (see [4,9]> f v E R” is nonzero, then 
{w E R” : [WI +W Iv\} is an open neighborhood of the origin. Thus, under 
the assumption (131, there exists no > 0 such that any vector w” E R” 
360 
satisfying 
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b/y < 770 for kEZF, (17) 
WP = VP 
J J for j@ 
also satisfies Iwo1 <lLi 1~~1. Again by Proposition 
imply w” E F. 
z F> (18) 
4.2, the conditions (17)-(18) 
We now put all the pieces together. Firstly, consider the case when (13) 
holds. Define vectors ijo and Et for t E 9, by: $’ := vo for i 6 Z,, and 
Ei := 0 for k E Z,; E; := vJF for j E C,, and E’ := 13, for i E C,. By Proposi- 




where r is the number of regular classes. 
Assume that x satisfies (a)-(e) for the current value of 77. If C, is regular, 
define wt by (15) and by wf := 8, + (r + 1)(x, - ui) for i E Ct. Let w” 
be the vector given by (18) and, for k E Z,, by 
O,_ 77(r+l) 
i 
if uk > 0, 
wk ‘- 
-q(r+ 1) if uk < 0. 
It is easily seen that these w’s satisfy the conditions (14)-(18). Therefore, 
they all lie in F. Thus, the convex combinations 
1 
a := - 
r+l 
w” + c wq 
1 




also belong to F. Our construction has been made in such a way that we 
have, for each t E 9 and i E C,, 
Moreover, for k E Z, we have ak - b, = (wf - $)/(r + 1) = f 7. 
Therefore, I/a - bllm = 77 < 8. By (12), the vector y := u + a - b lies in 
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ri F. Finally, observe that yi = xi for i e Z,, and 1 ykl = Iuk + ~1 = lukl + 77 
for k E Z,; hence, by (c), 1x1 +W 1 yl. By Proposition 4.2, we have x E ri F. 
The theorem is thus proved in case Z, is regular. 
If Z, is singular, the proof follows the same pattern and is slightly 
simpler. If there is no regular class, i.e. r = 0, there is nothing to prove, 
because (a)-(e) reduce to x = u. So assume r > 1. In the current situation, 
we don’t need to consider o”, w ‘, U” The definition of 7)t, 13,) w ‘, and n are . 
the same, except that the string “(r + 1)” has to be replaced by “r” 
throughout. The details are left to the reader. n 
DEFINITION 4.5. In the following result we let c : R” -+ R” be the 
linear mapping given by 
[+)‘j := ;l,[C,,)&pi :: 5: ;; h = I,..., s. 
in other words, c(x) = E(C,) 0.. E(C,)N(Z,)x, where C,, . . . , C,, Z, are 
the p,-classes. 
As before, we let 9 := {t : 1 < t < s and C, is regular). The convex set 
c(F) will be called the symmetry core of F. 
Reasons for the name we gave to c(F) are easy to find and prove. For 
example, by Proposition 4.2, c(F) 1s a subset of F; as a matter of fact, c(F) is 
the set of those elements of F that arejxed by all symmetries of F. We now 
give a relation between the dimension of F and that of its core. 
THEOREM 4.6. With the above notation we have 
dimF=dimc(F) + 
i 
(XhE91Chl) - 191 + lZ,I if Z, is regular, 
(&E &hl) - 19’1 if Z, is singular. 
Proof. Let V be the subspace of Iw” defined as follows: x E V iff, for 
every singular p,-class S, we have x, = xi for any i, j E S. Of course, F c V. 
Define y:V-+ IR” by 
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We shall prove the following: 
r-‘(aff-y( F)) = aff F. (19) 
The inclusion EJ in (19) is obvious. To prove the converse, we firstly show 
that ker y is contained in (F - F), th e subspace parallel to F. For, let 
o E kery be such that /lolla < 1. We fix u E ri F, in order to apply 
Theorem 4.4. Define x := u + TV with 77 > 0 as given by that theorem. It is 
easily seen that x satisfies (a)-(e). Then x E F, and so o = v-l(x - U) lies 
in (F - F). Therefore, kery c (F - F). 
To complete the proof of (19), we pick any w in y-i (aff y(F)). There 
exist a, y, z in F and /_L E R, such that y(w) = r(a) + /..~[y( y> - y(z)]. 
Thusw-a-lI(y-z)Ekeryc(F-F),andthereforewEaffF.This 
proves (19). 
As dim F = dim aff F, (19) yields 
dim F = dim y(F) + dim ker y. (20) 
A simple calculation shows that 
dim kery = ( ,~91CJ) - 19% (21) 
We now have two cases. The first one is when Z, is a singular class. Then 
y = c, and the theorem follows from (20) and (21). 
Now assume Z, is regular. From Theorem 4.4 we deduce: for any 
u E ri F there exists 77 > 0 such that, for any z E R c satisfying llzllr < 7, 
+I + *a* iu, i z belongs to F. 
We thus obtain aff y( F) = [aff c( F)] @ (0 X R <) and therefore dim y(F) = 
dim c(F) + 5. The theorem follows if we combine this with (20) and (21). 1 
THEOREM 4.7. Let F be a standard face, v any element of ri Tr F, and 
i, j any indices in (1, . . . , n}. Then: 
(a) Ifui = vj, th en yi = yj for all y E F. 
(b) Zfvi=O,thenyi=Oforally~F. 
Proof. (a): We shall obtain a contradiction from the assumption: there 
exist v E ri Tr F and y E F such that vi = tjj and yi # yj. We may assume 
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i < j. By Proposition 3.4(11) v lies in ri F, and by Proposition 3.7, i and j 
beloqg to the same p,-class: call it C. As yi # yi, C is regular. As F is 
standard, there is u E ri F satisfying ui > **a > u, > 0. We now apply 
Theorem 4.4 to this u; so let 17 > 0 be as given by that theorem. 
We have two distinct cases: C z Z, and C = 2,. 
Firstly, assume C # 2,. Choose any real numbers l P, for p E C, satisfy- 
ing 
Ep > Ep+l if p, p + 1 E C; c Ep =o; lepl < 77 for p E C. 
PGC 
(22) 
Then the vector x given by xp := up + l p for p E C, and x := uq for 
q @ C, satisfies (a)-(e) of Th eorem 4.4; hence x E ri F. Taking T K eorem 4.1 
into account, it is easy to see that x ~9,. Moreover, (22) implies xi > xj. 
As v E riTr F and x E Tr F, there exists 6 > 0 such that w := v + 6(u - x) 
lies in Tr F. However, wi < wj and so w gSS+. This contradiction proves (a) 
in the current case. 
IfC=Z,, we define x as follows: xp := I/ if p E C, and xq := uq 
for g 4 C. Clearly, x satisfies (a)-(e) of Theorem 4.4, and therefore x E ri F. 
Using Theorem 4.1, it is easy to see that x ~9+. Moreover xi > xj. Now, a 
contradiction is obtained exactly as in the previous case. (a) is proved. 
(b): We assume there is v E riTr F and y E F, such that vi = 0 and 
yi # 0, and we seek for a contradiction. Let Hi := {x E [w” : xi = O}. Clearly, 
Hi is a supporting hyperplane of a+. As Hi meets ri Tr F and Tr F Cg+, 
Hi contain Tr F, that is xi = 0 for all x E Tr F. 
On the other hand, as v E ri F [by Proposition 3.4(11)], we have i E Z,. 
Moreover, Z, is regular, because yi f 0. Now, we let u, 77, and x be as in 
the proof of (a), in the case C = Z,. Then we have x E Tr F and xi > 0. 
This contradicts a previous conclusion, so (b) is proved. n 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let F be a standard face of B,. Then any x E ~5 Tr F 
satisfies (10) and the following additional inequalities: xi > xj > 0 if i and j 
belong to the same regular pF-class (maybe Z,) and 1 < i < j =G n. 
THEOREM 4.9. For any standard face F of B,, aff F = affTr F and 
dim F = dimTr F. 
Proof. We only need to show that ri Tr F is open in the relative topology 
of aff F. For, it is enough to show that, for any v E riTr F and x E F, there 
exists x > 0 such that (1 + x>v - xx E Tr F. 
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Define y * := (1 + 0)~ - 8x. By Proposition 3.4(U), 21 E r-i F. There- 
fore, there exist 6 > 0 such that ye E F for 8 E [0, 61. As w ES+, if 
xi < xi+1 then ye > y,“+i for all f3 > 0; if ri > xi+ r, the Theorem 4.7(a) 
gives us oi > wi + i. Thus, for any i < n there exists l i > 0 such that yf > y,“+ 1 
for 13 E [0, l i]. 
If x, < O then y,” > 0 for all 8 > 0; if x, > 0, Theorem 4.7(b) implies 
o, > 0. Hence, there exists E,, > 0 such that y,” > 0 for 8 E [0, E,]. 
Put x := min{S, l i, . . . , E,}. Then x > 0 and y X lies in Tr F, as was to 
be proven. I 
For a standard face, Proposition 3.5 allows us to compute Tr 
nY’ = (I}. Thus, 5“’ 
9: apr/Y” and 92 =pr/Y”. 
and 9; are normal subgroups of pF, 
THEOREM 4.12. Let F be a standard face of B,. For any G •9~~ the 
following conditions are pairwise equivalent: 
(a) G lies in 9:; 
(b) G fixes all elements of F; 
(c) G fixes un element of ri Tr F. 
Proof. We only prove (c) * (a). 
Let x E riTr F satisfy Gr = x. By Proposition 3.4(H), r E ri F; then 
Theorem 2.1 yields G ~9~. Let us then write G as (9) and 1c as (8). Then 
ptxc, = xc, for t = l,..., s, and Qxz, = xz,. 
If C, is a regular class, then by Corollary 4.8, (xi : i E C,) is a strictly 
decreasing sequence; thus Pt is an identity matrix. If Z, is regular, then 
(xi : i E Z,) is a positive, strictly decreasing sequence; thus Q = 4. We have 
just proved (a). n 
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THEOREM 4.13. Let F be a standard face of B,. 
(I) If G and H are distinct elements of L$, then 
G(Tr F) f~ ri H(Tr F) = 0. 
(II) We have 
F= U P(TrF) = U P(TrF). 
P E2yF P e;;” 
(23) 
(III) The linear mapping c of Definition 4.5 and the baycenter b(F) of F 
satisfy 
b(F) = c(b(TrF)). (24) 
Proof. (I): Supp ose there exists x E G(Tr F) n ri H(Tr F). Then u := 
GTx satisfies u ~g+ and H TG~ ~9,. Therefore, u = H TG~ and u E 
ri Tr F. By Theorem 4.12, HTG E 9;. As H TG E YF, we must have HTG 
= I, i.e. H = G. 
(II): Let U and UR be respectively the second and third sets in (23). 
Clearly, F 1 U 3 U R. Conversely, let x E F. Partition x as in (8). We now 
define a signed permutation matrix as (9) in the following way. If C, is a 
singular class, we let P, be the 1~~ X n, identity matrix. If C, is regular, we 
choose P, E g,,, so that the coordinates of P, xc, are in decreasing order. If 
2, is singular (and so xz, = 01, we put Q := 4. If 2, is regular, we choose 
Q '9~ such that the coordinates of Qxz, are nonnegative in decreasing 
order. Clearly, G given by (9) lies in y;;“, and by (lo), Gx ELM+. Therefore 
x E GT(Tr F), and so x E UR. 
(III): By (I), for distinct G and H in p:, G(Tr F) n H(Tr F) is a set of 
measure zero in the (Lebesgue-Haar) measure space aff F. Moreover, G(Tr F) 
and H(Tr F) have the same measure. Therefore, 
b(F) = IYFI-’ c b( P(Tr F)). 
P EY,” 
Now observe that b(P(Tr F)) = Pb(Tr F) and that H(Tr F) = Tr F for 
all H ~9:. As yr is the direct product of 9: and y$s, we obtain 
b(F) = 19FI-’ (25) 
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proves p(F) c F. On the other hand, p(F) is a face of K with the same 
dimension as F. Therefore q(F) = F (cf. [13, Section IS]). n 
This simple result will be applied later to the case where K is the closed 
unit ball B, := {x : v(x) < 1) of a norm Y on [w”. In that case, Aaut B, is 
nothing but the group of linear v-isometries of [w”. 
3. STANDARD FACES AND TRACES 
Let g : R” + R be a symmetric gauge function and B, its closed unit 
ball. These entities will remain fixed throughout the paper. Also, the symbol 
F will always denote a nonempty face of B,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A symmetry of F is any signed permutation P ET,,* 
such that P(F) = F. The set of all such symmetries will be denoted by 9r. 
We say that F is a standard face of B, if 9+ n ri F is nonempty. 
It is clear that all sets P(F), where P runs over 9,L’, are faces of B,. We 
shall see that one and only one of these faces is standard. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let F be any face of B,. Then: 
(a) There exists Q E 9,’ such that Q(F) is a standard face of B,. 
(b) Zf @ is a standard face of B,, then the baycenter of @ lies in g+. 
(cl ZfQ(F) and P(F) are standard faces for some Q and P in Pa’, then 
Q(F) = P(F). 
Proof. (a): Let u E ri F. There is Q EP,,’ so that Qu ~g+. Obvi- 
ously, Q< F) is standard. 
(b): Let (b,,.. . , b,>T be th e a b ry center of a. As @ is standard, there 
exists u E (ri @) f-9+. We shall get a contradiction from the assumption 
bi < b,+l for some i E (I,..., n - 1). Clearly, there exists a E [u, b[ such 
that a, = ai+l, that is, T, i+la = a. As a E ri @, Theorem 2.1 tells us that 
T,, i+ ,b = b; this goes against our assumption. Therefore, we must have 
b, > a.- > b,. We now get a contradiction from 6, < 0; in fact, this assump- 
tion implies the existence of c E [u, b[ such that c, = 0, that is, DC = c, 
where D is the n X n diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 1,. . . , 1, - 1. As 
c E ri @ and D EL?‘~*c Aaut B , Theorem 2.1 tells us that Db = b, i.e. 
b, = 0; this contradiction shows &at b, > 0. 
(c): Clearly, Pb(F) and Qb(F) are the barycenters of P(F) and Q(F), 
respectively. As we have just seen, Pb( F) and Qb(F) lie in g+. Therefore, 
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(E)YisafuceofB nLS+ suchthat,foranyp,9~(1,...,n}unduny 
x E B , the conditions [28> and (29) hold. 
(Ff Y-’ as a fuce of B, nLa_, such that, for any p, 9 E {l, . . . , n} and any 
x E B, ng+, u;e have 
E,, x E ri 7 implies x = E,, x, (30) 
Npx E ri7 implies x = Npx. (31) 
(G) Y-is a fuce of B nsS+ such that, for any p, 9 E (1,. . . , n) and any 
x E B,, the conditions [30) and (31) hold. 
REMARK 5.2. All conditions (A) to (G) are trivially satisfied in the cases 
Y= 0 or 9= B, iTa+. So we shall implicitly assume in the rest of this 
section that 9# 0 and 9# B, n g+, though many of our future statements 
hold in the cases just excluded. This will avoid some cumbersome trivial 
situations. 
Proof of (A) - (B). Let F be a face of B, such that Y= Tr F. By 
Proposition 3.4(111) we may assume F is standard. The convexity of Y is 
clear. If x, y E B, satisfy lx, y[ nY# 0, then x, y E F because F is a face 
of B,. By Proposition 3.5, 1 xl 1 and 1 y 1 J lie in 5 n 
Proof of(B) = (C). The proof that 7 is a face of B, f’ g+ is very easy. 
To prove (26)-(27) assume p < 9 and observe that E 
r 
is the average of the 
(9 - p + I)! permutation matrices P of order n sue that z - P.z fKes all 
coordinates zi for i @ {p, p + 1,. . . ,9}; clearly, such P'S have the form 
I,_, i Q i I,_,, with Q ~p~_~+i. Therefore E,,x lies in 
ri conv 
(( 
I, _ I i Q i I,,_,)x : Q l J&+$ 
This implies E,,x EIX, yak where YO is a member of the set 
riconv I,_, 
(( 
C Q i Z,.q)~: Q E.Y~_~+~ and Q f &,+I). 
Now assume x E B, n9+ and E,,x E ~77 Then y. E B, and lx, yo[ n 
7 is nonempty. By (B), I XI I = x E s; so (26) holds. 
Next observe that Npx = (x + x-)/2, where x- is given by XL:= xi if 
I < i < p, and xi:= -xj if p <j < n. If r E B, n&8;, satisfies Nrx EZ 
then (B) easily implies 1 xl L = I x-1 1 = x E S; this proves (27). n 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let L be any subset of B, n.L@+. The two conditions 
E,, x E L implies x = E,, x, (32) 
NPx EL implies x = NPx (33) 
holdfor any x E B, n9, and any p, q E (1,. . . , n} if and only if they both 
hold for any x E B, and any p, q E (1,. . . , n}. 
Proof. The “if’ part of the lemma is trivial. For the converse let us 
assume that (32)-(33) hold for x E B, nLB+. 
Proof of (33) for x E B,: Assume Npx E L. Then x1 > **a > xp_i > 0. 
To obtain a contradiction, assume there is t E {p, . . . , n} such that xt # 0. 
Let k := min(i : Nix = Nrx}. Clearly 1 < k < p. If k = 1 then xi = ... = 
x 1 = 0; so x’ := (1x,1,0,. . .) 
(&) holds over B ns3+, 
O>r lies in B, n9+ and N, x’ = 0 E L; as 
2 < k < p, then Ngk_i 
we have x’ = Nix’; this contradicts x’ # 0. If 
> Xk = xk+l = ... = xp = 0; in this case let S := 
min(xk_,,lx,]}; then x” := (xi,..., xk_i, S,O,...,O)r satisfies x” E B, n 
8, and Nk x” = Np x E L; therefore X” = Nk xl’; this contradicts S > 0. 
Proof of (32) for x E B,: Assume E,, x E L and p < q (the case p = q 
is trivial). Note that 
E,,x = (x1,..., xp-1,5,...,5,x,,+1,..., I,)~> 
where 5 := (xp + a.* +xq)/(q - p + 1). If 5 = 0, then E,,x = NPx, and 
the previous proof of (33) gives us E,, x = x. 
Now we assume 5 > 0. Let t be the smallest and k the largest indices 
suchthatEtkx=Epyx.Clearly,1~t~p<qgk~n;xi>5if1~i<t; 
and 5 > xj if k < j < n. Let x’ be the vector obtained from x by putting the 
coordinates xt , . . . , xk in decreasing order: xi > .*a > xi. By a simple 
continuity argument, there exists LY in IO, l[ such that x L2 := E,, x’ + (Y(x’ - 
Efkx’) satisfies XT > 0, x2? = xi > xp if 1 < i < t, and x; > xj = xj” if 
k <j < n. We also have xp > **. > xf. Therefore xa l g+. By definition 
x O1 E]x’, E,, x’[ c B,. Moreover it is clear that E,, x a = E,, x’ = E,, x E L. 
As (32) holds over B, n_9+, we have x O1 = E,, xa. Hence xg = 5 for 
t < i < k. This yields x = E,, x. n 
Proof of (C) 3 (D) j (F) j (G) = (E). (C) * (D) and (G) * (E) 
are trivial. (F) * (G) follows from Lemma 5.3. We now prove (D) =+ (F). 
Assume p # q and E,, x E ri7 for some x. Then the hyperplane 
H p9 := { y : yp = yy} intersects riZ As H,, is a supporting hyperplane of 
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g+ and because Yc~+, we have FC H,,. Thus, for any x, the condition 
x E 7 implies x = E,, x. As we are assuming (281, then (30) holds. 
Next assume NP x E ri9 for some x: and some p E 11, . . . , n}. H, := 
{ y : yP = 0) is then a supporting hyperplane of g+ which intersects ri9; 
Therefore 9~ H, and so the condition x E 7 implies x = NP x. As we are 
assuming (291, then (31) holds. n 
Proof of (E) d (A). This is the difficult part of the proof, which will 
occupy the rest of this section. So from now on we shall assume that 
(28)-(29) hold for any p, q E {l, . . . , n) and any x E B . The proof is 
constructive, i.e., we shall exhibit a standard face F o B B, such that 
Y= Tr F. We split the proof into several lemmas. Our starting efforts are 
oriented towards the construction of a subgroup of Pn* [namely the group 
P’(Y) of Definition 5.151 which will turn out to be the group of symmetries of 
that F. 
LEMMA 5.4. Assume that condition (E) holds. Let us be given k matri- 
ces, M,, . . . , M,, lying in the set 
NV :l<p, q <n} U {Np:l<p < n}. 
Then, for any x E B,, the condition M, M, *se M, x E ri 7 implies x = Mix 
for all i E {I,. . . , k}. 
Proof. We go by induction on k. For k = 1 the lemma follows from the 
implication (E) * (G) that has already been proved. Now let us assume 
k > 2. Observe that M, M, a** M, is substochastic; therefore the vector 
n: := M,M, **a M, x lies in B,. One of the conditions of the lemma may be 
expressed as M,x E ri9; Then Z = M,?. We now have M, M, -1. M, x E 
ri P-and, by induction, Mjx = x for j = 2, . . . , k. It follows that ;U = x and 
x = M,x. W 
LEMMA 5.5. Let 9’ be a face of B, n9+. Let J1,. . . , Jm be pairwise 
disjoint subsets of { 1, . . . , n}, each of which consists of consecutive integers. Zf 
x and [E(J,)*** E(],,,>]x both belong to 7, then all vectors E(J,)x, . . . , - 
E(Jm)x belong to Y. 
Moreover, if p satisfies max(Jr U ... U Jm) < p < n, and if x and 
[ E(J,) ... E(J,)NP]x both belong to 7, then E(J,)x, . . . , E(J,)x and NP x 
all belong to Y as well. 
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Proof. It is easily seen that 
So the vector on both sides of (34) belongs to 9” and to 
riconv{E(Jl)x,...,E(J,)x}. 
Moreover E(Jj)x E B, ng-,. 
lie in 9. 
Thus, as 9’ is a face of B, n &3+, all E(J,) x 




m+l &E(A) .** E(.L)Npx 
1 
= -NPx + 
mfl 
DEFINITION 5.6. We let r be the binary relation on (1, . . . , n} given by 
i rj whenever Eij x E 7 for all x E K 
Moreover we define 2, := (k : x E 77=, Nk x E s). 
The next eight lemmas set up the proof that T is an equivalence relation 
and that 2, (in nonempty) is a r-equivalence class. 
LEMMA 5.7. Assume (E) holds, and let p, 9 E {l, . . . , n}. 
(I) Each of th f II e o owing conditions is equivalent of p r 9: 
(a) There exists v E ri Ysuch that Epqv E S; 
(b) Either E,, x = x for all x E x or there exist z E 7 such that 
.zp # zq and E,,.z ~37 
(II) Each of th e o f 11 owing conditions is equivalent to p E Z,: 
(c) There exists v E ri Ysuch that Npv E 9: 
(d) Either Np x = f 
and Npz ~37 
x or all x ES; or there exists z E Ysuch that zp + 0 
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Proof. P r 9 * (a) and P E 2, * (c) are trivial. (a) * (b) E(c) * (d)l 
follows easily from the fact that if some 0 E ri7 satisfies E,,v = vkespec- 
tively, Npv = v] then E,, x =x [N,x =x] for any x ELZ 
(b) * P T 9: If E x = x for all x E 7 then trivially P r 9. Now sup- 
pose there is z as in (8 We may assure p < 9. Fix u in ri7. There exists 
6 > 0 such that v := u - 6( z - E,, z) lies in 9; Define 
l := zP + .** +%. 
9-P+I 
As zp # zq, we have zp + **a +z,+ j < (j + l)[ for 0 <j < 9 - p, and we 
have equality for j = 9 - p. It is now easy to verify the following: 
P+j p+.i 
Cvi< Cui for O,<j<q-p. 
i=p i=p 
(35) 
For any real 13 define v e := v + 13(v - Epqu). Note that 0” = vi = ui 
for i 4 (p,...,q]; moreover, for p < i < 9, vi = vi+ i implies uj’ = vi”+ i; 
also our definitions yield 0; + * ** + v ’ = up + * *- + u 4. All this holds for all 4 
real 8. 
As v” = v, by continuity there exists 5 > 0 such that v t satisfies (35) 
(with 0 replaced by v c> and v! > v/+ i for all i such that vi > oi + i. Note 
that these conditions imply 
so we have v c E g + and v 5 -C u. Therefore v E E B, CT g +. The definition 
of v 5 yields o E ]v C, E,,u[ fl5T As 7 is a face of B, fY3+, we have 
E,,u ~37 
We proved E,,(ri .7) c 5 Then E,,(m c 9 because .7 is closed. So p 
is r-equivalent to 9. 
(4 * p E 2,: If x = Npx for all x Ex then trivially p E 2,. Now let 
z satisfy the conditions of (d). Fix u in ri9; There exists S > 0 such that 
v := u - 6( z - Np z) E 3 As .zp > 0, it is easily seen that the inequality 
(35) holds for 0 < j < n - p. For any real 13 define ve := v + e(v - N,u). 
Note that v” = vi = ui for 1 < i < p. Moreover 0,” = (1 + 8)u, for p < t 
< n, an d so VP” >, **f > vf > 0 if 1 + 0 2 0. 
There exists 5 > 0 such that (35) (with v replaced with v Cl holds for 
0 <j < n - p. In particular vi < up, and therefore v5 l g+. As v5 +ti u, 
we have v5 E B, (IS-,. 
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From w E]W c, N,u[ n .7 it follows NPu ES; because 9 is a face of 
B f1_9+. Hence we proved N,(rifl c x and this implies NP(9> C 9; 
Therefore p E Z,, as required. n 
LEMMA 5.8. Let d be an integer, d 2 3, and let a E Rd satisfy the 
inequalities a, > **f > ad > 0. Define a := (a, (Y, . . . , aIT, where (Y de- 
notes (a, + **a + ad>/d. Then there exist d + 1 real numbers, A,, . . . , hd- 1, 
8, and CL, that satisfy and are uniquely determined by the following condi- 
tions: 
(h,E,, + h,Ez3 + *** +Ad_IE&l,d)a = 8a + pa, 
A, + *** +Ad_I = 1. 
(36) 
Moreover, these conditions imply 8 + p = 1 and the positivity of all num- 
bers A,,..., Ad-l, 8 and j.&. 
Note that, in geometric terms, the lemma means that the open segment 
]a, a[ and the convex set ri conv{E12 a, . . . , E d _ 1, da} intersect in precisely one 
point. 
Proof. The system (36) may be written as 
M-(A, j..., AdpI,- e)‘= /_Gi, 
(37) 
4 + ... +hd_l = 1, 
where M is the d X d matrix with columns E,,a, . . . , Ed_ 1 da, a. For each 
j E 11,. . . , d - l}, let us add to the jth column of M the dth column 
multiplied by - 1. Then apply on the left of the column (A,, . . . , Ad_ 1, - OjT 
the inverses of the elementary transformations that have been applied on the 
right of M. We obtain the column (A,, . . . . Ad-r, A, + ... +Ad_r - t9jT. 
Hence (37) is equivalent to 
$[T,,a -a,... ,Td_l,da-a,a]*(A, I..., Ad_l,l-6)T=@, 
(38) 
4 + ... +Ad_r = 1, 
where T, i+l is the (i, i + l)-transposition matrix. Observe that T, i + la - a 
has d - i zero coordinates. In both sides of the first equation of (38) we now 
perform the following row operations: add the jth row to the (1 + j)th, 
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consecutively for j = I,. . . , d - 1. We get the system 
ad - ad-1 al + ‘** +ad_l Ad-1 
a1 + 1-O 
4 + *** +A,_ 
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which is equivalent to (36) ( as usual, the unspecified matrix entries are 
supposed to be zero). Our system may also be written in the following form: 
A, = (1 - f3) 
a1 + ... +a, - ka 
for k = l,...,d - 1, 
ak - ak+l 
It follows then that 
d-1 a, + *** +ak - ka 
PC = 1. 
k=l ak - akil 
(39) 
As a, + .** +ak > ka and ak > Uk+l, (39) gives us a unique positive value 
for p. So our system (37) has a unique solution (A,, . . . , Ad- 1, 8, /-bjT, and 
A 1, . . . , A, _ 1, p are positive. It remains to prove that 0 is positive as well. En 
passant we point out that, by (39), 0 > 0 if and only if 
d-l a, + +-- +a, - ka 
c > 1. (40) 
k=l ak - ak+l 
We shall prove this inequality in a geometric way. 
We have seen that M is nonsingular. Therefore, the d - 1 vectors 
El,%..., Ed-1 d a span a subspace H or R” of dimension d - 1. Let w # 0 
be normal to k, i.e., wTE,,a = 0 ,..., w~E~_~ da = 0. Clearly wTa # 0; 
otherwise we would have w = 0. Let us choose k such that wTa > 0. The 
eqUation WTEk k + 1 a = 0 means that wTa + WTTk k + la = 0. Therefore 
WTTk,&l a < O.‘So we have wTa > wTTkak+ la, i.e., ’ 
wkak + Wk+lak+l > wkak+l + wk+laks 
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This proves wr > *a* > wd. Define m := max{i : wj > O}, and note that 
1 Q m < d (because wTa > 0 > wTT,, a). If m > 2, the inequality wTT,, a 
< 0 may be written as 
m 
wia2 + wgal + C wiai < i Iwilai; 
i=3 i=m+ 1 
this implies (wi + ... +w,Ja, < (Iw,+il + ... +IwdOa,,+,, and therefore 
w1+ *a* +w~ < 0. If m = 1, the inequality wTTz3a < 0 yields the same 
conclusion: wi + a.0 + w, < 0. Therefore wTZ < 0. 
We proved that H strictly separates a from Z. That is to say, H intersects 
the open segment ]a, Z[ in precisely one point. This point is precisely 
Ba + @ that has been considered in the right hand side of the first equation 
in (36). Therefore 0 is positive. [Note that we have also proved (40).] n 
LEMMA 5.9. Let d be an integer, d > 2, and let a E R” satisfy aI > ad 
and a, > **a > acl > 0. Define a as in Lemma 5.8. Then there exist d + 1 
real numbers, say A,, . . . , h, and 8, that satisfy and are uniquely determined 
by the following conditions: 
4 f *** t-A, = 1. (41) 
The h’s are nonnegative and 8 ~]0,1[. In addition, for a given k E (1, . . . , dl, 
A, is positive if and only if ak > ak + 1; here we let ad+ i := 0. 
Proof. The system (41) may be written as 
Diag( a,, . . . , ad) 
1 1 1 a.* 1 
1 1 ... 1 A, 





. h d-l 
l I9 
4 + **- +A, = 1. 
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The matrix on the left hand side of (42) has inverse 
I 1 -1  -1 1 ..:I *. -1 1 Diag( l/a,, . . . , l/ad). 
Therefore (42) is equivalent to 
A, = ah, (--&ii, k=l,..., d-l, 
aAd = gad, 
(43) 
4 + ... f/i, = 1. 
It follows from (43) that 0 = al/(alad/a + a, - ad>; it is thus clear that 8 
is positive, and therefore our system has a unique solution. Moreover, our A’S 
are nonnegative, and h, > 0 if and only if ak > ak + I. It remains to prove 
that 8 < 1. For, we point out that CY =G [a,(d - 1) + ad]/d. Therefore, 
e< a1 
da,aJ[a,(d - 1) + ad] + a, - ad 
(d - 1)uf + alad 
= 
(d - l)Uf + a,ad + Ud(Ul - ad) ' 
As ad(ul - a,) is positive, we get 8 < 1 as required. n 
LEMMA 5.10. Assume (E) holds. Let p, q E (1,. . . , n) satisfy p < q. Zf 
there exists u E ti9such that E,,u l Sand u # Epyu, then any v E riy 
satisfies :
(a) vP > vP+, > ... > vq > 0, 
(b)vi>vpif l<i<p,andvq>vjifq<j<n. 
Proof. Following the argument in the proof of(D) d (F), it is easy to 
see that: for 1 < i < n [l < j < n], the identity vi = vi+ i [oj = 01 for some 
v E riyis equivalent to xi = xi+i [xj = 0] for all x EL? As up > uq 2 0, 
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the vector U := Epqu satisfies Iii > Up = Iis > Iij for 1 Q i < p and q < j < 
n. The assumption U 
q < j < n, and v 
~Sthenshowsthatvi>vpifl<i<p,vq>vjif 
K 
> 0, for every o in ri9: This proves (b) and a bit of (a). 
To complete t 
and u, = u,+i. 
e proof of (a>, assume there exists r such that p < r < q 
We seek ‘a contradiction. In the first place we have x, = x,+ i 
for all x E 9; Define t and k by the condition 
Ut = Ut+l = *-- = Uk, (44) 
ui > ut if 1 < i < t, and uk > uj if k <j Q n. 
Property (b) proved above shows that p < t and k < q; as up > uq, at 
least one of these inequalities is strict. Consider now ve := (1 - t3)Ep4u + 
&A. Clearly ve E riY if 8 l ]0,1]. Also, we have 0’ < u for 8 E [0, 11; as 
up > u 4, we have a bit more, namely: 
for p Q m < q and 8 E [0, l[. (45) 
_i=p .i=P 
Moreover, by (441, for 8 E [O, l[ we have 
v” > v,” if 1 <i <t, and vf > vje if k < j < n. (46) 
Let us fix a value of 8 in 10, 11, say 0 = f. Then a small perturbation on v* 
will not violate (45)-(46). To be precise, by (45)-(46) and by v:@> 0, there 
exists E > 0 such that if e E R” satisfies ]lellm < E, then w := v + e satis- 
fies 
JtJ wj < 2 uj for p<m<q, (47) 
.i=p _i=P 
wi > Ut if 1 < i < t; wk > wj if k <j < n; and w,,, > 0. (48) 
Let us now choose e such that ]]e]], < E, ej = 0 if j E {t, . . . , k), e, > e-e > 
ek, and e, + *** +e, = 0. Then the corresponding w satisfies (471, (48), 
wj = vi” if j @ {t,. . . , k}, wt > --* > wk, and w, + .** +wk = v,” + *.. +vl. 
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These conditions yield w E a+, w -C u, and Etkw = ve E ri9I Therefore 
w E B, and, by (28), w E K However, xt = xk for all x E 9: This contra- 
dicts Wt > Wk. 
We have proved up > *.* > up > 0. Hence, (a) holds for all v E ri9: w 
LEMMA 5.11. Assume (E) holds. Let p E { 1, . . . , n) and u E ri 7satisfy 
Npu E 9; Then we have the following alternative: 
either up = up+1 = a*- = u, = 0, or up > u,_,+~ > --- > u, > 0. 
(49) 
Proof. Let 8 satisfy 0 < 6 < 1 and be such that v := u + 6(u - N,u) 
E 9: Observe that 
v = ( Ul,...,U _ p 1,(1 + qu, >...> (1 + q&y. 
Assume that up > 0. We will get a contradiction from the assumption 
U, = 0. For, the argument used in the proof of(D) * (F) shows that x, = 0 
for all x E 9; Now let z := (u,, . . . , u”_~, 8~~)~. It is easily seen that 
0 < z <w v, and thus z E B,. Moreover, as N,, z = u E rix (29) implies 
z E K This is impossible, since z, # 0. This contradiction shows that u, > 0. 
To complete the proof of (49) we assume ut = u, + 1 for some t, p < t < n, 
and we seek a contradiction. By the argument used in the proof of(D) * (F), 
x, = xt+ 1 holds for all x E 9; Now define u’ E R” by u: := ui if i G {t, t + 
l}, u: := (1 + S)u,, and u:+i := (1 - 6)u,+i. Clearly 0 < u’ < v and 
E t *+ 1u’ = u. Therefore u’ E B, and E, t+ 1u’ E riYI By (28) u’ E 9; How- 
ever this is impossible because u: # u\+ i. n 
LEMMA 5.12. Assume (E) holds, and let p, 9, t, k E (1,. . . , n). If p < t 
G k Q 9 and ~79, then trk. 
Proof. We assume 9 < p + 2; otherwise the lemma is trivial. If there is 
u E ri9 such that u = EpVu, the lemma follows easily, as in that case 
xP = *-* = xP 
for all x E S; and therefore t T k. So in the rest of the proof 
we shall assume that u # E,,u for all u E riZ We firstly work out a special 
case. 
Cu.sek=t+l. LetuEriXByLemma5.10,u > mm* >uq>O.We 
apply Lemma 5.8 to the vector a := (up,. . . , uqjT, wt 3 d := 9 - p + 1. Let 
A I,.“, A , 8, and p be the numbers satisfying the conditions of Lemma 
5.8. ObsZe that the first equation (36) may be written in the current 
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9-l 
C Aj_p+lEj,j+lu = Bu + (1 - O)E,,u. 
.i=p 
(50) 
Let C := conv{Ej,j+iu: p <j < 4). Clearly, C C B, nS+. By (50) the 
vector u := 8~ + (1 - B)E,,u belongs to ri C, because all h’s are positive. 
The assumption p T 9 implies E,, u EKTherefore u EzaandsoYn riC 
is nonempty. This implies C c 7 because Y is a face of B n La+. 
We proved E,, t+ 1 (ri fi c 9; Therefore, as 7 is close C! , E,, t+ 1(fl C 5 
This means t r (t + 1). 
General Case. Let x EK Define D,, := E, ,+lE,+1 t+2 ... Ek-l k cob- 
viously D,, := I, in case t = k). This matrix is doubly stochastic and may be 
partitioned as D,, = I,_ 1 i A i I, _ k, where A is doubly stochastic, of 
order k - t + 1. Moreover, A is irreducible. It is well known that the 
sequence of powers (A” : m E N> converges to the (k - t + 1)-square ma- 
trix with all entries equal to l/(k - t + l)(see e.g. [16]). Therefore 
By the previous case, applied k - t times, we have D,, x E 9. By induction 
on m, D$ x E 9I As 9is closed and E,, x is the limit of ( Dty x : m E N), we 
have E,, x E 9; This proves t r k. n 
LEMMA 5.13. Zf (E) holds, th en 7 is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. Assume that i rj and jr k. Without loss of generality we may 
assume i -<j. We have two cases: (1) k < j; (2) i < j < k. In case (1) the 
previous lemma tells us i r k. So we are left with case (2). The matrix EijEjk 
is doubly stochastic and may be partitioned as E,, Ejk = Zi ~ 1 i V i I, _ k, 
where V is doubly-stochastic of order k - i + 1 and irreducible. As in the 
previous proof, we have 
lim (EijEj,)m = Ei,. 
m-tm 
Now let x E 9: Our assumptions imply EijEjk x E 9: Therefore, we have 
(EijEjkjmx E Yfor all m E N. As 9is closed, Eikx E 9: That is, i T k. w 
LEMMA 5.14. Assume condition (E) holds. Zf Z, is nonempty, then Z, is 
a r-equivalence class and Z, = { p, p + 1,. . . , n}, where p is the minimum of 
Z r. 
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Proof. For the current value of JJ we shall prove that p < q implies 
p 74. As the case p = n is trivial, we assume p < n. Let us choose any 
UEl-iZ 
As NPu E x the alternative (49) holds. If up = 0, then E,,x = x over 
z and therefore p T q, for any q > p. 
So we are left with the condition up > a** > u, > 0. We may apply 
Lemma 5.9 to the vector a := (u,, . . . , u”)I‘, with d := n - p + 1. Let 
A i>“‘> A n-p+1 and 8 be the numbers satisfying the conditions of that 
lemma. Equation (41) has the following consequence: 
A,Np+iu + ... +A,_,N,u + hn_p+lEpn~ = 19u + (1 - 0)N,,. (51) 
Clearly u; := 8u + (1 - 0) NPu lies in X As all h’s are positive, (51) means 
that 2(: E ri L, where L denotes conv{ NP+ iu, . . . , N,u, E,,u}. Observe that 
L C B, ng-,. As yis a face of B, nss+, we have L CT Therefore, 
thevectors NP+iu,..., N,u, Epnu belongtoz 
As this conclusion holds for all u E ri x it holds for u E 7-s well. 
We have proven that 2, = {p, p + 1,. . . , n} and that p T n. By Lemma 
5.12 all elements of Z, are r-equivalent. 
Now assume there exists t E (1,. . . , p - l} such that t T n. We seek a 
contradiction. Let .z E X We know E tr,~ and N,,z lie in 5 Define (pi := (z, 
+ ... +z,>/(n - t + 1). Then 
where (pi occurs n - t times. Define (Ye by the equation 
(N,E,,)% = (Z1 ,..., Z&l, ak, ak ,..., ak>o)T. 
It is easily seen that ok+, = a,(n - t)/(n - t + I>, and therefore (ok : k 
E N) converges to zero. This implies 
lim ( N,E,,)k~ = N,x. 
k-m 
Clearly (N, E,,jkz E 9 for all k. As .7 is closed we have Nt z E S; and so 
t E Z,. This contradicts the assumption t < min Z,, and thus the proof that 
Z, is a r-equivalence class is complete. n 
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DEFINITION 5.15. Let us denote by s E (0,. . . , n) the number of 
nonempty r-equivalence classes different from 2,. These classes will be 
represented by C,, . . . , C,. Z, is considered a r-class even in case it is empty. 
Recall that, by Lemma 5.12, each r-class is a set of consecutive integers. 
There r-classes are supposed to be ordered in such a way that i, E C,, . . . , i, 
E C, imply i, < .** < i,. 
We let nl, . . . . n, and IJ be the cardinalities of C,, . . . , C, and 2, 
respectively. Define Y(fi as the set of all matrices of the form P, i *** i P, 
i Q, where Pk is an nk X nk permutation matrix and Q is a 5 X f signed 
permutation matrix. 
Finally, we define the following subset of Bg: 
We are repeating some notation of Section 4 with (at least in principle) 
different meanings. As a matter of fact we shall prove that the F just defined 
is a face of B,, that r = z+, and that Y= Tr F. 
LEMMA 5.16. Assume (E) holds. Then F generates the sam affine 
variety as Z 




x=E p,p+1x + &,p+lX - 4, 
If x Ex then EP,p+l x E S; and therefore the formula just displayed shows 
that TP,p+i x E aff9; We just proved Tp, p + ,(s) C aff9; 
Assume now that 2, # 0, i.e. n E 2,. Let 0; := Diag(1, . . . , 1, - 1). The 
identity Dix = N,, r + (N,, x - x) shows that Dix E aff9 for all x E 9; 
Therefore D;(Y) c aff 9; 
Let G l Y(fl. In case 2, = 0, then G is a product of transpositions 
T 
P,P+l 
with pdp + 1). I n case Z, # 0, then G is a product of matrices 
each of which either is a transposition of the previous type, or equals 0;. In 
either case, an easy induction shows that aff G(fl c affY. The definition of 
F then yields aff F c aff9: The dual inclusion is obvious, because F contains 
5 n 
COROLLARY 5.17. Zf (E) holds, then Yis the trace of F. 
Proof. ClearlyYc F nLS+. Now let x E F ng+. Choose any u E rix 
By the previous lemma r E affx Hence lx, U[ n 3-Z 0. As 7 is a face of 
B, ng;,, we have x EZ n 
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LEMMA 5.18. Assume (E) holds. j’f a, b E B, satisfy ]a, g[ f~ F + 0, 
then a and b lie in aff F. 
Proof There exists P ~fifl such that ]a, b[ n PT(97 # 0. Our hy- 
potheses may be written as 
Pa, Pb E B, and ]Pa, Pb[ n T-Z 0. 
Moreover, as P(aff F) = aff F, our claim a, b E aff F is equivalent to 
Pa, Pb E aff F. Therefore we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
P = I,,. Accordingly, we shall assume ]a, b[ n Y# 0. 
We first prove the lemma under the stronger assumption 
]a, b[ n rig+ 0. (52) 
Define o8 := a + e(b - a) for 0 E R. Equation (52) then reads: there 
exists 5 l ]0,1[ such that 0 5 E riz let us fix one such 5. Define 
M := { m:l <m<s, and i,j E C, 3 ~5 = oj*}. 
Let E be the product of all equalizers E(C,) for m E M (these equalizers 
commute). If M = 0 we put E := I,. If there exists p E (2, . . . , n} such that 
u:_ i > v: = 0, then we define N := Np; otherwise we put N := I, (note 
that v 5 is nonzero, because we are assuming (E) and 9-z B, nsa-,). 
With these notations we have EN,’ = wt. Define w’ := EN,O. Then by 
definition of EN. 
.,t = US j w.5= ~3 and vf= 0 * wf= 0. 
1 J 3 (53) 
There exists 6 > 0 such that, for all 8 satisfying 16 - 5 1 < 8, we have 
v’ E]a, b[ and 
vi5 > vjc =a w” > wje and vf > 0 * wf> 0. (54) 
As vk9+, (53)~(54) imply w c+ ’ E g+ and w (- a E _?3+. Moreover, as 
v c+ ’ and v f- ’ lie in ]a, b[ c B, and EN is substochastic, w 5+ a and w (- ’ 
belong to B,. So our situation is: 77s a face of B, n_?S+, w5-’ E B, fI_9+, 
W~“E B n9+,and~~E]w~-~,w@~[ng;Thisimpliesw~+~EZMore- 
over, w E+ ‘I2 E riz because v5 = w5 E ri9; 
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As u 5-ts/2 E B, and ENv C+ ‘I2 E rix Lemma 5.4 gives us v 5i ‘I2 = 
ENv@‘/~. Then v@ ‘I2 lies in S; which proves our claim, a, b E aff F, if 
(52) holds. 
We now go back to our general assumption: ]a, b[ n 7~ 0. Choose c in 
]a, b[ n z and u in ri9; Define, for each q l ]0,1[, aV := a + $u - a), 
b” := b + q(u - b), and cq := c + ~(u - c). Clearly, we have 
cq ~]a", bQ[ n ri7. 
So the previous proof, under (52), yields aV, bq E aff F. Therefore a, b E 
aff F, because aff F is closed. H 
LEMMA 5.19. Assume (E) holds. Let us be given a E B,, v E ri Yand 
w E rb.Y such that w Ela, v[. Then there exist G EYE and u E]a, w[ 
such that ]u, w[ c ri G(Y). 
Proof. Firstly we define oe := a + O(v - a), and then we let 
h := inf{8> O:v* E*. 
Clearly v A = w and 0 < h < 1. Define a binary relation A in 11, . . . , n} as 
follows: ihj iff vjA = vjA. Define A,, := {k : vt = O}. Clearly A is an equiva- 
lence relation and A, is a A-equivalence class whenever A, # 0. Denote by 
A i, . . . , A, the distinct A-equivalence classes different from A,, and let M 
be the substochastic matrix E(A,)E(A,) *a. E(A,)N(A,). For each real 8, 
let we := Mv@. Note that wA = v” = w. 
We now prove the following claim: For all real 0 and all i, i E (1, . . . , n], 
we=0 e vh=O and wiO=wjO a viA=vjA. (55) 
The implications * are obvious. If vh > 0, there exists k E {l, . . . , t} such 
that i E A,; moreover, vi = vi is also positive because v = v1 E riz there- 
fore 
is also positive. This proves the first equivalence of (55) for 8 = 1. It also 
A proves vh > vj = 0 d w! > w! = 0. Now assume vi” > > 0; there exist 
k, m E (1,. . . , 
vjA 
t} such that k 2 m, i E Ak, and j E Am; as v = v1 lies in 
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riz we have v, > I+ for all a E A, and p E A, [otherwise we would have 
xl? = xP for all x E Sand some ( CY, /3) E A, X A,; this in turn would imply 
the contradiction cr A 81; therefore 
We have thus proved (55) for 0 = 1. For a general 8, (55) holds because w’ 
lies in the affine variety spanned by w1 and v ‘. 
Clearly there is /J ~10, h[ satisfying, for all i, j E {l, . . . , n), 
vi” > 0 * vjP > 0 and vh > vjA j vjP > IvjP], (56) 
vi”>0 j wip>Oand viA>vjA 3 wip>wjy. (57) 
[Note that (56) . pl im ies (57) but the proof of this fact is more complicated 
than the neat continuity argument that may be used to prove the existence of 
p.] By (55) and (57), we have w p E a+. As M is substochastic and 
a, v E B,, we have w ’ E B, for 0 < 8 < 1. Therefore wl, w P E B, fl8, 
and v A E]w~, w j‘[ n .% This implies that w1 = Mu lies in 9? By Lemma 5.5, 
E(A,)v, . . . , E(A,)v and N(A,)v lie in 9as well. By Lemmas 5.7 and 5.12, 
each set A,,..., A, is a subset of a r-equivalence class. 
Define rk := ]A,Jfor k = O,..., t. Any matrix of the block diagonal form 
P, i- 0.. i Pt i Q, where Pk is an r, X rk permutation matrix and Q is an 






1 .*- 1. 
The matrix G := S,, i *.a i Srt i (- IT,) then lies in Y(Y). We shall prove 
the following claim: 
GvP lies in B, n_CS+. (58) 
For, let z := Gv cL. We only have to show that z E .9+, because z E B is 
obvious. If i e A,, there exists (Y @ A0 such that .zi = v&; as v,^ > 0, Q 56) 
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yields zi > 0. If i E A, then zi = -vi”; we know that 0: = 0 and v: 2 0; 
hence zi > 0 because p < A < 1. We have just prove z > 0. 
Now we prove zi > zi + i for 1 < i < n. For a fixed i, we have four cases: 
Case 1, when i and i + 1 belong to the same class Ak with k z 0. 
Case 2, when i and i + 1 lie in A,. 
Case 3, when i E A, and i + 1 E Rk+i, where 0 < k < t. 
Case 4, when i E A, and i + 1 E A,. 
In case 1, there exists cx E A, such that zi + i = v,“; then zi = v,“, 1; we 
have v,” = z~,^+i and v, > v,+i; therefore zi > .zi+i because IJ* E]v,v~~[. 
In case 2, zi = -viP and zi+ i = -v{“+ i; we know that v” = I.+!+ i = 0 
and v/ > v,!,r, and therefore viP Q vi”+ I because v A E]V, v “[; hence zi > 
xi+ 1’ 
In case 3, there exist (Y E A, and p E A,, i such that zi = vl and 
zi+i = VP”; we know that v,^ > vi, becase (Y < P and CY is not A-equivalent 
to /3. By (561, v& > up”, i.e. zi > zi+l. 
In case 4, there exists cr E A, such that .zi = vl; moreover zi+ i = -vi”+ i 
and IY < i + 1; clearly v,^ > 0 = vi: i, and so (56) gives us v/ > Iv,“, i 1; we 
have then zi > .zi+i. The proof of (58) is now complete. 
The vector Gv p lies in affz by Lemma 5.16, and v E ri% Therefore 
]v,Gv fi[ n Y# 0. This conclusion, (58), and the fact that 7 is a face of 
B, n.@+ show that GvP ~97 
We shall prove our lemma for the current value of G and for u := v P. 
We have u ~]a, w[ and [u, w] c G(9), because Gu; = w and G = G-l. To 
complete the proof we only need to show that ]u, w[ n riG(n z 0. For, we 
let V be any convex compact subset of ri Ywhich is a neighborhood of v in 
the relative topology of affY= aff G(fl (see Lemma 5.16); such V surely 
exists because v E ri 97 Let C be the convex hull of V U {a}. As C is 
contained in affx we clearly have v E ri C; moreover, as w ~]a, v[, we also 
have w E ri C. Therefore, for any v’ E V there exists a’ E C such that 
w ~]a’, v’[. Note that C c B,, so the previous argument applies to a’, v’, and 
w, with the following conclusion: there exists G’ ~997 and u’ ~]a’, w[ 
such that [u’, w] c G’(Y). A closer look at the way G was defined shows that 
G depends only on w (in fact G depends only on the A-classes), not on v or 
a. Therefore we may take G’ = G for any choice of v’ 6 V. From all this it 
turns out that: For each v’ E V there exists a vector u’ such that 
w E]v’,u’[ and [w,u’] c G(9). (59) 
Let d be the dimension of 97 There exist vectors YI, . . . , vd in V such 
that v1 - w, . . . . vd - w are linearly independent and v lies in the relative 
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interior of conv{ vl, . . . , vd, w), that is, 
0 = y,v 1 + . . . + .ydV” + yu;, 
where the y’s are all positive and y1 + 1.. + yd + y = 1. Let /3 be the real 
number uniquely determined by 
u - ui = /!3(w - 0). 
Clearly P is positive. Using our statement (591, it is easy to see that there 
exist ur, .. . , ud in G(9) and CY ~10, p[ such that 
ui - w = (Y(w - Vi) for i = l,...,d. 
These numbers and vectors satisfy the formula 
w + Y(u - w) = yp’ + ... + ydUd + yw, 
P 
(60) 
which may be obtained by an easy calculation. The vector e := w + (cr/p )(u 
- w> belongs to ]u, w[, and (60) shows that e lies in ri conv{u’, . . . , u’, WI. 
As u1 - w,...,ud - w are linearly independent, conv{u’, . . . , ud, w) is a 
convex subset of G(Y) with the same dimension as G(9). Hence e E ri G(F), 
and so ]u, w[ n ri G(fl is nonempty, as we wished to prove. 
LEMMA 5.20. Assume (E) holds. If a, b E B, and ]a, b[ meets F, 
[a, b] is contained in F. 
Proof. We first prove the lemma under the additional assumption 
there exists P EP(~) such that ]a, b[ n ri P(Y) z 0. 
By Lemma 5.18, a, b E aff F. Therefore, by Lemma 5.16, for each 
(61) 
QE 
5%99, the set ]a, b[ n ri Q(s> IS o p en in the topology of aff [a, b] (warning: 
that set may be empty; it is a singleton only if a = b). Thus the set 
&&(laJ[ n fiQ(s)) (62) 
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We shall obtain a contradiction from (61) taken together with the assump- 
tion 
there exists an infinite subset of [a, b] containing no point of (62). 
For, there exist w, W E [a, b] such that 
w # w, w E]2U, b], and ]w,w[ n ri Q(s) = 0 for all Q EP(Y). 
We may assume that, for the inclusion relation, the segment [w, W] is a 
maximal one satisfying these conditions. Then, by (611, there exists P E Y(fl 
satisfying one of the following properties: 
there is 0 E]w, b] such that ]w, U] c ri P(fl; (63) 
thereis U E [a,W[ suchthat [V,W[ c ri P(.Y). (64) 
If, say, (63) holds [the case (64) is similar and will be omitted], then clearly w 
lies in rb P(fi and o E ri P(fl; therefore we may apply Lemma 5.19 with Y 
replaced by PO ( we might have assumed without loss of generality that 
P = Z). So there exist G E Y(Y) and u ~]a, w[ such that ]u, w[ c ri GP(fl. 
Thus there is U’ E]W, W[ n ri GP(Y), m contradiction with a former assump- 
tion. 
We proved that (62) contains all except (possibly) a finite number of 
points of [a, b]. So our lemma is proved under (61). 
The general case is tackled as follows. There exist P E P(J~ and c E ]a, b[ 
such that c E P(a. Fix any u E ri P(s). For any 77 ~]0,1[, define uq, bv, 
and CT as at the end of the proof of Lemma 5.18. As 
CO ~1~7, bq[ n ri P(Y), 
we may apply the previous argument [under (6111 to UT and b”, to conclude 
[a”, bq] c F. As F is closed, [a, b] c F. n 
We can now conclude the proof of (E) * (A). In view of Corollary 5.17 
and Lemma 5.20, we only have to show that F is convex. For let a, b E F. 
There exists G EP’(Y) such that a E G(9). Fix u in ri G(Y). It 0 < 8 < 1 
then a0 := a + f3(u - a) lies in ri G(fl. As b E aff G(Y), we have 
]a’, b[ C-I G(L7) f 0; hence, by Lemma 5.20, [a’, b] c F. Therefore [a, b] is 
a subset of F because F is closed. n 
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6. GEOMETRICAL DIGRESSION 
The standard cone 9+ of R” has 2” nonempty faces that may be 
described as follows. Let L be any subset of (1, . . . , n). If L has m elements, 
we write L = {tl,. . . , t,,} with 1 =g t, < ... < t, < n. We associate with L 
the following m + 1 sets: L, := {i : t,_ I < i < tk} for k E (1, . . . , m), and 
2, := {i : t, < i < n). Here we set by convention t, := 0. We call L,, . . . , L, 
and Z, the L-classes. 
Now define 
a, := {X ~g+ : xi = xj and xP = 0 
for(i,j) E kclLk X L, and p E Z, . 
1 
(65) 
Note that in case L = 0, we have m = 0 and Z, = 11,. . . , n}. Thus @a = 
101. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The set @, is a nonempty face of g + , and conversely, 
for each nonempty face @ of g+ there exists a unique L such that @)L = a. 
The dimension of Q’L is the cardinality of L. 
Proof. To show that CD, is a face of 9+, pick any a, b l 9+ such that 
the point c := +(a + b) lies in QL. If i <j lie in L,, then ci = cj; that is, 
(ai - aj> + (b, - bj> = 0; therefore a, = aj and bi = b.. If p E Z,, then 
cP = 0 and therefore ap = b, = 0. This proves that a an d b lie in QL; so ap, 
is a face of 53+. 
Conversely, let @ be a face of g+. Define L as the set of all t E { 1, . . . , n} 
for which there exists u E @ satisfying ut > ut+ 1 (here, we take by conven- 
tion u,+r := 0). Clearly @ c QL. To prove CD = Cp,, take any x E aL. 
There exists v E Q, satisfying 
vp = 0 - P E Z,. 
(To get such v, for each 
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select a vector of Q, having the i th entry different from the jth entry; for 
each p P Z, select a vector of @ having a positive pth entry; then let v be 
the average of all selected vectors. ) It is easily seen that there is a positive E 
satisfying 
(1 + E)V - EX ES+. 
The fact that @ is a face of 9+ then yields x E @. 
The identity dim QL = IL] is clear by counting the number of free 
parameters to describe QL. n 
Note that @I = (0) and @tl,,,,.Nj =9+. 
Given a face @ of ~3+, we denote by pr@ : R” + R” the orthogonal 
projection of R” onto the subspace spanned by @. It is easily seen that, in 
case Q, = Cp,, 
prm, = E(4)E(&] ... E(L)N(%]. 
To see this, we just observe that the matrix on the right hand side of (66) is 
symmetric and idempotent, and the subspace spanned by its columns is 
precisely the subspace spanned by aL. 
Using the identity (661, conditions (C>, CD), and (E) of Theorem 5.1 may 
be translated into a more elegant geometrical language. That is the scope of 
our next theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let 7 be a face of B, II _9+. Then Yis the trace of a face 
of B, if and only if for any face @ of a+ we have 
pi-&‘(Y) n B, fM+cz (67) 
In the above statement, the relation (67) may be replaced by either of 
prG’(ris> n B, n_SS+cF, (68) 
prG’(riY) n B, c9C (69) 
Proof. In case 9= 0 or Y= B, ns3+ the theorem trivially holds. So 
we shall assume Y# 0 and 9# B, na,. 
The “only if’ part of the theorem will be proved if we show that (C> of 
Theorem 5.1 implies (67). For, if @ is empty, then (67) holds [because 0 P Y 
and therefore pr@ -‘(fl = 01. Now assume @ # 0. Then Cp = aL for some 
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L. If x lies in the left hand side of (67), then E(L,) *** E( L,)N(Z,)r E z 
as E( L,) *a* E(L,)x E B, nB+, we obtain 
E(L,)E(L,)*** E(L,)x ~9 
from the condition (27); moreover, as 
E( L,)E( L2) *-* E( Lk)x E B, f-1.9+ for k = l,...,m, 
we obtain from (26) (applied m times successively) that x E 9: This proves 
the inclusion (67). 
The “if’ part is easier because (26)-(27) are particular cases of (67). 
The second part of the proof concerning (68) and (69) is left to the 
reader. Note that (69) trivially implies (68). To prove that (E) of Theorem 5.1 
implies (69) you may use Lemma 5.4. W 
The above theorem and Theorem 5.1 make it possible to decide from the 
inside of B, ng+, i.e. using only vectors in the cell B, na,, whether 9 is 
or is not the trace of a face of B,. Given a standard face F, it is also possible 
to completely describe, inside B, n&a+, the group of symmetries of F. This 
is done in the next two theorems by looking at the orthogonal projections of 
the trace of F on the faces of 9,. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let F be a standard face of B . Then the list of conditions 
( p.l)-( p.3) of Proposition 3.7 may be augmented with the following, each of 
which is thus equivalent to i pF j: 
(p.4) Eij(TrF) c TrF. 
( p.5) There exists v E ri Tr F such that Eijv E Tr F. 
( p.6) Either Eijx = x for all x E Tr F, or there exists z E Tr F such that 
Eijz # z and Eijz E Tr F. 
Moreover, the list of conditions (Z.l)-(2.4) of Proposition 3.7 may be 
augmented with the following, each of which is thus equivalent to k E Zr: 
(2.5) N,(Tr F) C Tr F. 
(Z.6) There exists v E ri Tr F such that Nkv E Tr F. 
(2.7) Either Nk x = x for all x E Tr F, or there exists .z E Tr F such that 
NkzfzandNkz~TrF. 
Proof. With 9:= Tr F, we shall prove that the relation r and the set Z, 
of Definition 5.6 are precisely pF and Z,, respectively. The present theorem 
will then follow at once from Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 5.7. 
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Here is the proof that r = pr : 
i pF j * i r j: As F is standard, i pF j implies that all integers between i 
and j are p,-equivalent to i and j. Thus, for any x E Tr F, the vector 
y := Eijx sat’ f is ies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2, and therefore Eijx E F. 
Hence Eijx E Tr F, and i 7 j is proved. 
ip,jeirj:ForanyxEIWn,Eijxliesin 
riconv{lIr : II EPij}, 
where gjj represents the set of all n X n permutation matrices of the form 
Z,_1 i P i Z,_j (we assume here i <j). Hence, if x E Tr F, then the 
hypothesis i 7 j and the fact that F is a face of B, imply IIIX E F, for all 
II E gij. In particular Tijx E F. As F is standard, there is a E r-i F such that 
a E Tr F; thus Tija E F. By Theorem 2.1, Tjj is a symmetry of F. By 
Proposition 3.7, i pF j. 
To prove Z, = Z,, note that if Z, [Z,] is nonempty, then it is a p&ass 
[a r-class] of the form { p, p + 1, . . . , n} (see Lemma 5.14 for the case Z,). So 
Z, = Z, will follow if we show that n E Z, * n E Z,. But this is quite easy 
to check [e.g., (Z.2) and (Z.6) are equivalent for k := n, because ri Tr F c 
ri F]. n 
Let G be any n X n signed permutation matrix. In general there are 
many ways to representing G as a direct sum 
G=G,i ... iG, i- H (70) 
where Gi is an ri x ri permutation, and H is an h x h signed permutation 
matrix; here we assume 0 < m < n, 0 < h < n, and ri > 1 for i = 1, . . . , m. 
There exists at least one such representation, namely the one obtained by 
taking m = 0 and H := G. Assume that in (70) m is as large as possible; of 
course there is only one partition (70) with maximum m; for that partition 
define 
L(G) := {rl, rl + r2 ,..., rl + ... +rm}. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let G ~9~’ and define the set L(G) as above. The 
following conditions are pairwise equivalent: 
(a) G is a symmetry of F; 
(b) praLCC,(Tr F) C Tr F; 
(c) there exists v E riTr F such that praIaCG)(z)) E Tr F. 
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PTOCJJ. (a) * (b): Recall from Section 4 that any G ~9~ has the form 
(9). As, in Equation (70) we are assuming m is maximum, each set 
is contained in one of the p,-classes C,, . . . , C,. Moreover, the set 
2, := (i : rl + *-- fr, < i < n} 
is contained in 2,. By Theorem 6.3, E( L,)(Tr F) and N(Z,)(Tr F) are both 
subsets of Tr F. Thus (b) holds because of (66). 
(c) 3 (a): By Lemma 5.5 and by (66) if IJ satisfies (c) then the vectors 
E(L,)c,..., E(L,)u and N(Z,)u 
lie in Tr F. Then Theorem 6.3 shows that each L, is contained in one of the 
p,-classes, C,, . . . , C, or Z,, and that Z, c Z,. Hence G may be reparti- 
tioned in the form (IO), which proves (a). The theorem is proved, because 
(b) = (c) is trivial. W 
7. FINAL COMMENTS AND EXAMPLES 
A subset K of 1w” is called a symmetrically convex body whenever K is a 
compact convex set, with at least two points, and satisfies P(K) = K for all 
P ET”*. It is well known (cf. [4, Chapter 7, $71) that K is a symmetrically 
convex body if and only if there exists a symmetric gauge function g such 
that B, = K. Thus, discussing properties of symmetrically convex bodies is 
equivalent to discussing properties of symmetric gauge functions. In this 
paper we preferred to focus our arguments on the second approach, having 
implicitly in mind that our results express properties of symmetrically convex 
bodies. 
Let %? be any subset of s+, and denote by &’ the union of all sets P(g), 
where P runs over Y,,‘. In general we may ask for conditions on g that 
imply 9 is a symmetrically convex body. The result of Ky Fan [3] and 
Gohberg and Krein [5] cited in Section 1 yields a simple answer to this 
question, namely 
THEOREM 7.1. S’ is a symmetrically convex body ijf %? is convex and 
compact, contains a nonzero element, and satisfies the property: for any 
x, y ELS+ the conditions x E @Y and y -c~ x imply y E F. 
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As %F completely determines 9, any properties of 9’ can (at least in 
principle) be checked by just looking at the points of the cell g. That is what 
Theorem 7.1 does: it lets us decide whether 9 is or is not a convex body by 
checking a nice property of g. The results of Sections 5 and 6 go in the same 
direction: by just looking inside ‘C?‘, we may decide if a given subset Yof %? is 
the trace of a face of 9; and, in case it is, we may determine the standard 
face F to 9 whose trace is 9; In Section 6 we also gave a method to 
determine, from the inside of E”, the group of symmetries and the barycenter 
of F. 
Let us now quote a simple consequence of our results: 
If Yis a face of B, f1_9+ which meets the interior of 9+, there exists a 
unique face of B, whose trace is 9; 
To see this, note that riY is contained in the interior of g+. Therefore the 
conditions (28)-(31) are all trivially true. So 9 is the trace of a face of B,. 
Moreover, any face of B, whose trace is 7 is obviously standard. The 
uniqueness then follows from Proposition 3.4(I). 
In case Y= {a} Theorem 5.1 characterizes the extreme points of B, as 
those extreme points of the cell F := B, n9+ satisfying an extra condition. 
We may use this characterization, in a straightforward manner, to prove [2, 
Theorem 3.11, which describes the extreme points of the unit ball of a 
c-norm. The complete characterization of the faces for that kind of norm is 
also feasible and shows the strength of Theorem 5.1, but it is too long to be 
included in this paper. 
Now suppose g is strictly convex, i.e., any point in the boundary of B, is 
an extreme point of B,. Then the situation is quite simple: any nonempty 
face of B, n&S+ not containing the origin is a singleton, and any such 
singleton is (the trace of) a standard face of B . Therefore, strictly convex 
norms give no attractive illustrations of our k resu ts. 
So the only 1’ norms on IF!” having interesting facial structures are the 1’ 
norm and the I” norm. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. In this example we let g be the 1” norm on IQ”, i.e. 
g(x) := max{]n:,],...,Ix,]}. It is well known (e.g. [6, $4.41) that B, has 
precisely 3” faces. Of all these, only n + 1 are standard faces. The standard 
faces of B, are the sets ST given by 
Sy := (X E B, : xi = 1 for 1 < i < t} 
for t = 0, . . . , n. Note that Sy = B,. The barycenter of Sy is the vector ct 
defined by [u”li := 1 if 1 < i < t, and [v”li := 0 otherwise; so the sequence 
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of barycentric multiplicities is r := (t) if t > 0, and r := 0 if t = 0; the class 
11, f * * > t} is singular, and for t < n the zero class {t + 1, . . . , n) is regular. 
Thus the group of symmetries of S, m is LYE i 9,,Tt, and its group of regular 
symmetries is I, i 9,,Tf Note that the number of regular symmetries is 
(n - t)!z”-‘. 
Denote by r the trace of Sy. Clearly gtoo is the simplex with vertices 
vt, .. .) vn. By Theorem 4.13, SE” is the union of the (n - t)! 2”- t simplexes 
P(q) afforded by regular symmetries P; the relative interiors of these 
simplexes are pairwise disjoint. 
The situation is depicted in Figure 1 for n = 3. Here 0 represents the 
origin, the first axis goes through point c, and the third axis goes through 
point d. B fog+ is the tetrahedron of vertices 0, a, b, c. The right hand 
side vertica P square represents Sy; the shadowed triangle is the trace q; the 
square is split into (n - t)! 2”-t = 8 triangles, all congruent to q. 
Note that B, ng+ has 2” faces that do not contain the origin [namely 
the intersection of the hyperplane {x : x1 = l} with each one of the faces (65) 
of g+]. But only 72 of these are standard. In Figure 1, the sets {a}, {c}, [c, a], 
and [c, b] are faces of B, n LZ+ which are not traces of standard faces. To 
illustrate, in very low dimensions, the main idea of Theorem 5.1, let us take a 
closer look at [c, b] of Figure 1: there exists a point u E B, na, (e.g. any 
FIG. 1. 
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point in the relative interior of the shadowed triangle) that does not belong to 
[c, b], but whose orthogonal projection on the hyperplane {x : x2 = x3} lies in 
[c, h]; in other words, E,,u E [c, b] and u @ [c, b]. This violates the condi- 
tion (26) with Y= [c, b]. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. Now we let g be the Zr-norm]] . (11 on [w”. Among the 3” 
faces of B,, only n + 1 are standard faces, namely B, itself and the sets 
s; := x E B, : i xi = 1 ) 
i i=l 1 
for t = l,..., n. Note that any x E S: is a nonnegative n-tuple and xj = 0 
for t <j < n. The barycenter of St is the vector wt defined by [u;“]~ := l/t 
if 1 < i Q t, and [w’li := 0 otherwise, so the sequence of barycentric multi- 
plicities is r := (t); the class {l, . . . , t} is regular, and the zero class {t + 
1 >.-. > n} is singular. Thus the group of symmetries of S: is Pt i9,,&, and 
the group of regular symmetries is LF’~ i I, _ t. So there are t! regular 
symmetries. 
The trace of S:, which we denote by $, is the simplex with vertices 
FIG. 2. 
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wl,...,wt. Theorem 4.13 says S: is the union of the t! simplexes P(z’> 
afforded by regular symmetries P. 
For n = 3, B, is an octahedron, as sketched in Figure 2 (the scale is a bit 
different from that of Figure 1). Si is an equilateral triangle that, in the 
figure, is split into 3! triangles, each of which is congruent of zl, the 
shadowed triangle. The reader may enjoy the simple illustrations of Theorem 
5.1 coming out of this example. We suggest looking at the barycenter of St: 
w3 is an extreme point of B, f19+; the orthogonal projection onto the 
subspace Rw3 (namely the equalizer matrix E,,) projects the whole Si onto 
w3; so {w3} is not the trace of any face. n 
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